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Abstract

A series of collaborations between U.S. and Australian funded
projects resulted in the deployment of 30 moorings at 23 dif-
ferent sites between November 2011 and August 2012 along
the Northwest Australian Shelf (NWS), a region of strong inter-
nal tide oscillations. The measurement program peaked during
April 2012.

A time-augmented empirical orthogonal function (EOF) tech-
nique was developed and implemented that allowed the corre-
lated variability, structure, and phasing of semidiurnal internal
tide packets to be evaluated at multiple mooring sites. This
technique allows the EOF analysis to preserve the non-linear
character of the internal wave packets without requiring a large
number of EOF modes.

In three different examples from the NWS, between 45% and
65% of the variance of complex internal tide dominated tem-
perature structures were explained using only two EOF modes.
Using only the first mode of the EOFs our analysis also identi-
fied a propagation blocking effect that was found to be associ-
ated with the mesoscale coastal circulation and the wind.

Introduction

The Northwest Australian Shelf (NWS) is an area well known
for the presence of large-amplitude internal tide generated wave
packets [7, 8, 6, 1]. With respect to the southwestern portion
of this shelf, most research has been focused on a particular
section near Dampier that aligns with the North West Shelf
Venture, Australia’s largest hydrocarbons project. However, in
2011/2012 a collaboration between the U.S. Naval Research
Laboratory, the University of Western Australia, and the Aus-
tralian Institute of Marine Science led to a wider instrumenta-
tion of the southwest section of the shelf including the deploy-
ment of 30 moorings at 23 different locations (see Figure 1)
with many of these specifically set up to sample internal tide
wave packets.

The moorings were divided into four observational clusters or
Nodes that were each designed to resolve both the along-shore
and cross-shore internal tide wave structure at that location.
Having four Nodes spread along the shelf allowed for study
of the impact of both stronger and weaker tidal forcing on in-
ternal tide propagation, as the M2 barotropic tidal energy flux
varied from a low value of 4 kW/m in Node 1 to a high value
of 36 kW/m in Node 4. Also, the impact of shelf topography
could be studied as Nodes 1 and 3 have a steep shelf/slope pro-
file while Nodes 2 and 4 are less steep.

In this paper, we will focus on only the six moorings marked
in purple and labeled in Figure 1. Each of these moorings were
sub-surface taut line moorings with buoyancy pulling upward
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Figure 1: Map of moorings (blue and purple circles) deployed in
2011/2012 and distributed to form four separate nodes of con-
centrated observations on the NWS. The 50 m, 100 m, 150 m,
200 m, 300 m, 400 m, and 500 m isobath contours are drawn in
gray. Moorings featured in this paper are colored purple.

on a wire against an anchor to suspend sensors in the water col-
umn at selected depth intervals. The suspended sensors con-
sisted of Sea-Bird Electronics MicroCATs to measure temper-
ature and conductivity, and VEMCO Minilog II-T sensors to
measure only temperature. Some MicroCATs were equipped to
also measure pressure, and the NICOP and PIL100 moorings
additionally had Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCPs)
suspended on the wire. ADCPs were also deployed next to the
other four moorings in separate trawl-resistant bottom mounts.
N2C, N3C, N3R, and PIL100 were all deployed along the 100 m
isobath, N2O was deployed on the 120 m isobath, and NICOP
was deployed on the 200 m isobath. The temperature time se-
ries measured at these moorings are analyzed in this paper to
study how the internal tide packets generated at the offshore
slope propagate and evolve at various places along the shelf.

Empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) are a powerful tool for
analyzing multiple time-series records. EOFs allow the records
to be objectively mapped to new orthogonal basis functions that
describe the maximum variance of the set of records in descend-
ing order from the first basis function to the last basis function.
Thus, most of the variance is carried by the first few basis func-
tions (or modes) and basis functions that carry little variance
can be safely neglected for many analyses. In this process, em-
pirical connections are revealed between the original records



by how they combine into the new basis functions to describe
variances that are common to separate records. However, con-
ventional EOFs are not well suited for analysis of all types of
variance. They combine variability over all frequency bands
and have difficulty in describing progressive wave features [4]
which can pose challenges if the dataset contains propagating
waves with specific frequencies.

In this paper, we examine signals of propagating non-linear in-
ternal tide packets on the NWS. These non-linear features are
not easily analyzed by either conventional EOFs or spectral
variations of EOF methodology [4] because the signals are non-
stationary and have correlated variability across multiple fre-
quencies. Overall, we seek to determine the space-time struc-
ture of the wave packets as they propagate and evolve between
multiple observational moorings as well as to determine how
these wave packets evolve over multiple weeks of tidal cycles.

Some past efforts of analyzing internal tide structure with EOFs
included: merging two mooring datasets close to each other
with time-evolving EOFs and an objective function fitting pro-
cedure [10], computing standard EOFs and analyzing the time
amplitudes with regards to tidal frequencies [2], and solving for
empirical patterns in EOF time amplitudes over tidal cycles [3].
However, these methods use various assumptions that are not
well suited for the internal tide packets of the NWS, such as
assuming that the packets are stationary between moorings, or
stationary over multiple tidal cycles, or can be represented with
a few dominant frequencies.

Methodology

In this paper, we develop a slightly modified form of an ex-
tended EOF analysis [14, 5, 13, 9] to make it more applicable to
the specific case of non-linear internal wave packets generated
by the internal tide cycle. An extended EOF analysis analyzes
together all spatially separated observations at a given point in
time with all spatially separated observations at a given num-
ber of additional time points in either delayed or advanced time
steps or both. Thus specified time delays/advances are treated
as if they are additional spatially separated observations and
the resulting EOFs have information about these time delays
included in their spatial modes. Our methodology follows [5]
by having a continuous window of time delays treated together
(see their Figure 4), but with the important exception that we
do not slide our window in time. We instead advance it by one
window length for each time point, thereby not allowing any
time point in the series to be analyzed in more than one window
time. Thus we are augmenting space in the EOF analysis with
the time evolution of the variables over a short time window.

For a single line mooring measuring temperature time series at
different ocean depths, this time-augmented EOF procedure re-
duces the problem to be essentially the same as applying a stan-
dard EOF analysis to a time series of geographic spatial maps
of temperature [11] except that depth variations act as latitude
variations and time variations within the window act as longi-
tude variations in this analogy. Figure 2 shows an example of
the procedure used to break apart a set of temperature time se-
ries at different depths (top panel) into a 36 member (two ex-
ample members shown in the bottom panels) long time series of
tidal cycle maps (our time-augmentation window is chosen to
align with the 12.4 period cycle of the dominate M2 tides) with
the x axis variable being time progression within the tidal cycle,
τ, and the y axis variable being depth below sea level, z.

An EOF analysis was then applied to the 36 member time series
of tidal cycle blocks by singular value decomposition [4],

A =USV T (1)

Figure 2: Top panel shows the temperature (color) recorded at
17 discrete ocean depths from mooring N2C (see Figure 1) from
April 2-21, 2012. The black boxes mark two separate examples
of 12.42 hour time blocks within the longer time series. Bottom
panels show these two example time blocks. Altogether the top
panel is broken into 36 time blocks (only two are shown here)
that span the total record with no overlap in time.
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with the A matrix being composed of the temperature anoma-
lies, T ′, with each column having all the anomaly values for a
given tidal cycle block at all z levels and τ times ranging from 0
to 12.42 hours. Each column is offset in time from its neighbor
by the 12.42 hour time step associated with the tidal cycle time
variable, t. The time average that was removed in forming T ′
was the average over t for all values of z and τ. The EOF repre-
sents temperature variations in z and τ from an average packet
structure in a tidal cycle. In the singular value decomposition,
the EOF modal structures, M are the columns of the U matrix,
the relative variance explained by each mode is given by λ2, and
the EOF time amplitudes are the rows of the matrix SVT . In the
rest of the paper, for display purposes, each U matrix is multi-
plied by the absolute maximum time amplitude value of mode
1 and the time amplitudes are normalized by the same value.

This method can be extended to include the temperatures ob-
served at separate mooring sites by just concatenating additional
A matrices associated with each additional mooring site below
the first one. The computed EOF modes and time amplitudes
from the larger A matrix will now be ranked according to the
dominate modes of variance across all the mooring sites, allow-
ing for analysis of propagation and evolution of packet structure
from site to site.

Results

Figure 3 shows the results of applying this methodology us-



ing the N2C mooring data shown in Figure 2 together with the
NICOP mooring data from farther offshore (Figure 1). The
observed average internal tide packet structure at both sites
showed a wave like structure with oscillations near the bottom
at site N2C and at mid-water column depth at site NICOP. EOF
modes 1 and 2 account for 46.4% and 17.2% of the variance
from these means, respectively. The EOF mode 1 structure for
N2C is very close to an exact negative of the mean structure.
Thus when the time amplitude for this mode (Figure 4) is highly
positive, this mode can serve to cancel the mean wave structure
and represent times when the wave packet does not propagate
to this site. Indeed this is exactly what is happening from April
9-15 (see Figure 4 and the bottom-right panel of Figure 2 for
an example on April 13th). In contrast, the EOF mode 1 struc-
ture for NICOP is not a negative field of the mean structure.
This reflects the fact that the internal tide packets did not disap-
pear during the April 9-15 period at the 200 m isobath location
in Node 2. The disappearance of the wave packet at N2C was
not in phase with the tidal neap cycle as spring tides peaked on
April 9th at this location.
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Figure 3: Left-hand panels are the deployment time-average in-
ternal tide packet temperature structures in z and τ for Node
2 moorings N2C and NICOP. Center panels are mode 1 EOF
temperature-anomaly structures in z and τ and right-hand panels
are mode 2 EOF structures. EOF structures are all multiplied by
the absolute maximum time amplitude value of mode 1 to better
show the magnitude of the anomalies. Color bar units are ◦C.

Figure 5 shows the results of performing the same analysis but
for three moorings in Node 3. In this case, EOF mode 1 explains
55.1% of the variance and EOF mode 2 explains 10.0% of the
variance. Just as was the case for N2C at Node 2, the EOF
mode 1 structures look similar to negative fields of the mean
structures. When this mode peaked around April 14th and 15th,
internal tide packets (not shown) were absent at N3R, barely
evident at N3C, and suppressed at N3O. An autonomous under-
water vehicle glider was sampling further offshore during these
dates and did observe internal tide packets. The general trend
of the time amplitude for mode 1 (Figure 4) matches that of
mode 1 for Node 2 suggesting that a similar dynamic is control-
ling suppression of inshore wave propagation at both Nodes.

This was further investigated using nine of the moorings shown
in Figure 1 that were in place for five months on the NWS and it
was found that the blocking of internal wave packet propagation
from April 9-15 coincided with relaxation of mean northwest-
ward winds and strengthening of a southwestward coastal cur-
rent. The cross-shore pycnocline tilt upwards toward the coast
between NICOP and N2C that is associated with the baroclinic
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Figure 4: EOF mode 1 amplitude variations in time for Node 2
moorings (blue), Node 3 moorings (red), and the PIL100 moor-
ing in Node 4 (black). Amplitudes are normalized by the re-
spective absolute maximum values.
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Figure 5: As in Figure 3, but for Node 3 moorings N3O, N3C,
and N3R.

coastal current reversed its tilt on April 9th exactly when the
wave packets stopped arriving at N2C. Whether this is due to
stratification being eroded from downwelling winds or a more
complex interaction between the waves and the coastal current
[12] needs to be further investigated.

Node 4 moorings are near the North West Shelf Venture and
from the past studies conducted there it is known that the wave
packet structure is particularly complex in the region (e.g., see
[6]). Therefore, we applied the time-augmented EOF method-
ology to the data from the PIL100 mooring located there (Fig-
ure 6). In this case, EOF mode 1 was less dominant explain-
ing only 29.8% of the variance, with modes 2, 3, and 4 (not
shown) explaining 14.7%, 12.3%, and 6.9% respectively. This
is an indication of the complexity of the wave packet struc-
tures in Node 4. In addition, the mode 1 structure does not
represent a wave packet cancelling mode as it did for the other
100 m isobath locations in Nodes 2 and 3. Instead it represents
a phase shifting mode as can be commonly found in some ex-
tended EOF analyses [5]. For instance, adding 0.75 times the
EOF mode 1 structure in Figure 6 to the mean will shift the oc-
currence of the wave peak (maximum isothermal displacement)
to around τ = 4 hours and subtracting 0.75 times EOF mode
1 from the mean will shift the occurrence of the wave peak to



around τ = 9 hours. Figure 4 shows that such shifts were real-
ized in the observed record.

A surprising finding was that although EOF mode 1 for Node 4
has a very different character than the EOF modes for Nodes 2
and 3, its time amplitude tracks the time amplitudes of the
mode 1s from Nodes 2 and 3 remarkably well (Figure 4). These
variations were found to be associated with the reversing coastal
current and the wind field for Nodes 2 and 3, suggesting that
phase-shifting of the wave packets for Node 4 could also be re-
lated to the coastal current variation and/or winds. The phase
speeds of the packets are of the same order of magnitude [6] as
the coastal current speeds, so phase-shifting interactions are at
least plausible. Further investigation is warranted.
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Figure 6: As in Figure 3, but for average and first 3 modes for
the PIL100 mooring in Node 4.

Conclusions

Using two moorings in a relatively broader portion of the NWS
study area, 64% of the internal tide wave packet variance was
explained with just two EOF modes. Using three moorings in
the topographically steepest portion of the NWS study area,
two EOF modes explained 65% of the variance. In both these
cases, the dominant EOF mode is related to changes brought
on by a change in the mesoscale coastal current circulation
and the cross-shore pycnocline tilt. Thus the NWS-wide wind
and mesoscale circulation were directly impacting internal tide
propagation. In a different area with more complex internal
tide packets, three EOF modes explained only 58% of the vari-
ance, but mode 1 (which in this case acted to phase shift the
wave packets) was again implied to be associated with wind and
mesoscale circulation. These examples illustrate how this time-
augmented EOF technique can be used to study the character of
internal tide propagation onto a coastal shelf.
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